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CONVERGENCE AND APPROXIMATION RESULTS
FOR MEASURABLE MULTIFUNCTION

R. LUCCHETTI, N. S. PAPAGEORGIOU AND F. PATRONE

ABSTRACT. In this note we consider measurable multifunctions taking values

in a separable Banach space. We show that if F(u) Ç s-limFn(u)), then any

Castaing representation of the F(-) can be obtained as the strong limit of Cas-

taing representations of the F„'s. We also prove that any weakly measurable

multifunction is the Kuratowski-Mosco limit of a sequence of countably simple

multifunctions. Then we show that in reflexive Banach spaces this approxi-

mation property is equivalent to weak measurability. Finally we discuss the

problem of measurability of the inferior and w-superior limits of a sequence of

measurable multifunctions.

1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to extend some of the results

of Salinetti and Wets [7] to separable Banach spaces. So we will prove a theorem

on the convergence of Castaing representations and two others on the approxima-

bility of measurable multifunctions by countably valued multifunctions. The set

convergence that we consider in this work is the Kuratowski-Mosco convergence of

sets introduced by Mosco [6]. When the Banach space is finite dimensional, this

convergence specializes to the well-known Kuratowski convergence of sets, which

was used in [7]. Let us remark that Toma [8] extended the results of [7] on the

measurability of the inferior and superior limits, from Rn-valued multifunctions to

multifunctions with values in Souslin, cr-compact, metric spaces. However in the

Kuratowski-Mosco convergence the limit superior is taken with respect to the weak

topology, which is not globally metrizable (unless of course X is finite dimensional).

So the results of Toma do not in general answer the question of whether the weak

limit superior of a sequence of Banach space valued measurable multifunctions is

measurable. We were unable to answer this question and to our knowledge this

remains an interesting open problem. Our feeling is that in general the graph of

the weak limit superior may not even be analytic. However, in a special case we

have an answer. Namely assume that the Banach space X is separable and that the

sequence of measurable multifunctions is uniformly bounded by a weakly compact

set K. Then recalling that the weak topology on K is metrizable and that the Borel

cr-fields generated by the weak and strong topologies coincide, we can conclude that

the weak limit superior is measurable.
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An approximation result, similar to our Theorem 3.2, was also proved by Tsukada

[9] but under more restrictive hypotheses than ours. Namely X was reflexive and

both X and X* had Fréchet differentiate norms.

Finally let us remark that concerning measurable multifunctions we will be using

the terminology and the results of Castaing and Valadier [2]. Also we remind

the reader that since our Banach space X will be assumed to be separable, the

concepts of Bochner (strong), Pettis (weak), and Borel measurability of point valued

functions all coincide.

Our results can have useful applications in several areas of mathematics involving

measurable multifunctions. All three theorems of this work can be used in the study

of set valued random variables, which is an area that developed extensively in the

last ten years (see Hiai [11] and the references therein). Also they can be used

in the study of differential inclusions x(t) E F(t,x(t)) in which the orientor field

F(-, ■) satisfies Carathéodory type conditions (see Aubin and Cellina [12]). Such set

valued equations model several kinds of systems, like control systems, mathematical

economics systems, biology systems, etc. Furthermore our results can be applied

in the equilibrium theory of large economies, where measurable multifunctions are

the main tool (see Klein and Thompson [13] and Khan [14]). Finally Theorem 3.3

shows that the Kuratowski-Mosco convergence, which was introduced in connection

with variational inequalities and then found several other important applications

(see Attouch [1]), is intimately related to the measurability of multifunctions.

2. Notations and hypotheses. Given X a Banach space and {An}n>i Ç

2X\{0} we define (see Mosco [6] and Attouch [1])

s-lim An = {x E X: x = s-lim a:n, xn E An, n > 1}
n—> oo

and

w-lim An = {x E X: x = w-limxfc, xk E An , k > 1}.
n—»oo

We will say that the An's converge to A in the Kuratowski-Mosco sense, denoted

by An —'-—y A if s-lim An = A = w- lim An.

Also by d¿(-) we will denote the distance function from the set A, i.e. for all

x E X, dA(x) - infa€A ||z - fl||.

Throughout this work we will be using the following notation:

Pftc)(X) = {AC X: nonempty, closed, (convex)}.

A measurable space (Q, E) is said to be complete if E = E, where E = f) E/i

with pt a positive, bounded measure on (0, E, ) and Up the /i-completion of E. If

(n,E,/z) is a complete measure space, then E = E. E is known as the universal

cr-field generated from E.

By B(X) we will denote the Borel cr-field of the Banach space X endowed with

the strong topology; E x B(X) denotes the product cr-field.

A multifunction F: Q —► 2X\{0} (in particular a function) is said to be count-

ably simple if 0 can be partitioned into a countable family of measurable subsets

{fîi, Q2,..., Un,...} s.t. F(-) is constant on each of the n,-'s (i.e. F(uj) = Ki for

all ¡jj E fli and 7Q is a singleton if F(-) is point valued).
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3. The main results. First we have a result about the convergence of Castaing

representations. Recall that if F: fi —> 2X\{0) is a multifunction, then we say

that {fn(-)}n>i is a "Castaing representation" of F(-) if for every n > 1, /„(•)

is a measurable selector of F(-) and for all u E fi, F(cu) C cl{/„(w)}n>1. From

Theorem 5.10 of Wagner [10], we know that if (fi, E) is a measurable space with E

a Souslin family, X is a Souslin space and F: fi —► 2X\{0) is graph measurable,

i.e. GrP = {(oj,x) E fi x X: x E F(u>)} E E x B(X), then F(-) admits a Castaing

representation. If E is complete then E is a Souslin family.

THEOREM 3.1. Let (fi,E) be a complete measurable space and X a separable

Banach space. Let Fn,F: fi —► 2X\{0} be multifunctions that are graph mea-

surable. Assume that for all w E fi, P(w) Ç s-limP„(w) and let {vk(-)}k>i be

a Castaing representation of F(-). Then there exists a sequence {t^(-)}fc,n>i of

Castaing representations of Fn(-) s.t. vk(co) —► vk(u>) for all oj € fi and all k > 1.

PROOF. As we already mentioned Castaing representations do exist and so the

theorem is not vacuously true.

Next we claim that the following is true:

"For any v: fi —► X, measurable selector of F(-), we can find measurable func-

tions 2„:il-»I, s.t. for every u E fi, zn(u) E Fn(u>) and zn(cj) —► v(u>)."

To prove this claim we proceed as follows. For every n > 1 consider the

multifunction Ln : fi —► 2X defined by Ln(u>) = {x E Fn(w): \\x — v(u)]] <

dpn^UJ)(v(ui)) + 1/n}. Clearly for every n > 1 and all u E U,Ln(oj) ^ 0. Also

because (u),y) —► dFn^(y) is a Carathéodory function, it is superpositionally

measurable, and sow-» dpn^UJ)(v(oj)) is measurable. Hence (u,x) —► tp(u,x) =

\\x — v(u>)\\ — dFn^(v(uj)) is a Carathéodory function and so it is jointly measur-

able. Then note that

GrL„ = {(w,x)GfixX: <p{u,x) < 1/n} n GrP„ E E x B(X).

Applying Aumann's selection theorem (see Castaing and Valadier [2, Theorem III-

22, p. 74]) we get zn: fi —» X measurable s.t. zn(uj) E Ln(u)) for all u E fi. So

Zn(u) E Fn(ui) and ||zn(w) - v(u)\\ < dpn^(v(co)) + 1/n for all n > 1 and all

w E fi. Because v(u) E F(oj) and by hypothesis F(oj) Ç s-limPn(w), we have that

^F„(w)(^(w)) —»• 0 for all u E fi. So ||zn(w) — v(lj)\\ -+ 0 and this proves the claim.

Now let {vk(-)}k>i be a Castaing representation of F(-). Let {z£(-)}fc,n>i be

measurable functions as in the claim. For every n > 1, take {w£(-)}fc>i to be a

Castaing representation of Fn(-). Define

1(uj) if k < n,

-"(w)    if/c>n.

k,    N /  Zn(l

l  Wn

It is very easy to see that {vk(-)}k>i is a Castaing representation of Fn(-) and that

for all k > 1 and all u E fi, u*(w) —» t>fe(w) as n —> oo.    Q.E.D.

Now we will prove a useful approximation result for a large class of multifunc-

tions. Namely we will show that every multifunction F: fi —► Pfc(X) which is

weakly measurable, i.e. for all U Ç X nonempty and strongly open, F~ (U) — {u> E

fi: F(oj) n U t¿ 0} E E, can be approximated by countably simple multifunctions

with closed (and if we want also convex) values.
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THEOREM 3.2. Let (fi,E) be a measurable space and X a separable Banach

space. Let F: fi —> P/C(X) be a weakly measurable multifunction.  Then:

A. There exist multifunctions Fn: fi —► Pf(X) which are weakly measurable,

countably simple, with values that are finite sets and Fn(uj) —'-—► F(co) for all

U E fi.

B. There exist multifunctions Gn: fi —► Pfc(X) which are weakly measurable,

countably simple and Gn(ui) —-► F(ui) for all w E fi.

PROOF. Let {/fc(-)}fc>i be a Castaing representation for F(-) (its existence is

guaranteed by Theorem III.8, p. 66 of Castaing and Valadier [2]). Define

Fn(w) = {/,(w) ■••/„(<*>)}.

For every n > 1, we can find sn(-),..., s™(-) countably valued, measurable functions

s.t. supwen \\fi(u) - sln(u>)\\ < 1/n for all i E {l,...,n} (see [2, p. 61]). Define

Fn(ui) = {sn(ui),..., s"(w)}. Clearly Fn(-) is weakly measurable countably simple

and its values are finite sets.  We claim that Fn(ui) —'-—► F(w) for all w E fi. To

this end, let us first note that Fn(ui) -► F(u) for all w E fi. This is true because

{Fn(-)}n>i is an increasing sequence multifunction, so s-limPn(w) = (Jn>i -^n(w).

But note that Un>i -^n(') ^s a Castaing representation for F(-). So s-limPn(w) =

Un>i ■^n(w) — F(w)- On the other hand since Fn(u>) Ç F(u) for all n > 1 and all

u E fi, we have that w- limP„(u;) Ç F(u>). Hence finally we have that Fn(to) —'-—►

F((jj) for all u E fi.

Now let us prove that for all u E fi, F(co) C s-limF„(w). So let x E F(w). Then

we can find yn E Fn(u) s.t. yn —> x. From the definition of Fn(-), yn = /¿„(w),

in € {1, • • •, n} (we select one of the indices that satisfy this property). Defining

xn = sn"(w) we have that xn —► x and this shows that F(u) Ç s-limPn(w).

We also need to show that for all u E fi, w-limF„(w) Ç F(w). To prove this

let xk E Fnk(uj) s.t. xk -^+ x. We have xk = sl^h(u) with ik E {l,...,nk} (again

we select one of the indices satisfying this property). But recall that ||/¿t(w) -

snt(w)ll < l/nfe- Hence fik(u) -^» x. Since fik(ui) E F(lj) for all k > 1 and
F(w) is weakly closed (being convex), we get that x E F(u).   This shows that

w-lim F„(u;) Ç F(w). Therefore for all U) E fi, Fn(w) -—:—► F(u) and this proves

A.
To get B simply define G„(w) = convF„(u>). It is easy to see that G„(-) is

weakly measurable. So we only need to show that w-limGn(w) Ç F(w). To this

end take xk E Gnk(w) s.t. xk -^-> x. Then xk = ¿~?j=i ^jzj¡ zj e ^nk(^)- We have

nk nk

Xk = X] Xi(Z3 ~ fj(u)) + Yl *¿/¿(W) = uk+Wk,
jml 3 = 1

where fj(ui) E Fnk(u) and \\zj - fj(u)\\ < l/nk for all j E {1,... ,nk}- So uk -^ 0.

Hence wk = sk — uk -^+ x. But u>fc €E F(w). So x E F(w), which proves that

w-limGn(w) Ç F(u). That F(ui) Ç s-limGn(w) follows from the fact that F(w) C

s-limFn(w).    Q.E.D.
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Assume that X is a separable, reflexive Banach space. Then we have an equiva-

lence between the approximability of F() by countably simple multifunctions and

weak measurability. One implication was already proved in Theorem 3.2. So we

need to show that the approximation property (which Tsukada [9] calls strong mea-

surability) implies that F(-) is weakly measurable. But from Theorem 2.5 of [9] we

know that G„(w) -> E(cj) implies that for all x E X, don(w)(x) —► dF^)(x) and

so for all x E X, u> —► dF^(x) is measurable which, by Theorem III.9, p. 67 of [2],

is equivalent to weak measurability. Furthermore Tsukada [9] proved that if X is a

separable Banach space s.t. both the space and its dual have Fréchet differentiable

norms, then the Kuratowski-Mosco convergence of sets in P/C(X) is metrizable by a

separable metric 6. Then using that metric we can have a Borel cr-field B$(Pfc(X))

and speak about the (E, P¿(Pfc(X)))-measurability of F(-). Tsukada [9, Theorem

4.2] proved that in a Banach space X as above, this Borel measurability is equiva-

lent to weak measurability. But if X is a separable, reflexive Banach space, we know

from Trojanski's theorem (see [3, Corollary 3, p. 167]) that X can be equivalently

renormed so that both the space and its dual have Fréchet differentiable norms. So

the (E, P,§(P/-c(X)))-measurability does not depend on the particular norm on X.

Hence we can state the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.3. If (fi, E) is a measurable space, X is a separable, reflexive

Banach space, and F: fi —* Ffc(X) is a multifunction, then the following statements

are equivalent.

1. There exist weakly measurable, countably simple multifunctions Gn: fi —*

Pfc(X) s.t. for all we fi, Gn(u) -^ F{u).

2. F(-) is weakly measurable.

3. For all x E X, oj —* dF^(x) is measurable.

4. F(-) is (T,,B8(Pfc(X)))-measurable.

REMARKS. 1. As we already mentioned, Tsukada [9] calls property 1 in the

above theorem, strong measurability. We did not adopt this terminology, because

the name "strong measurability" is already reserved in the literature for multifunc-

tions that are the Hausdorff limit of a sequence of simple, measurable multifunc-

tions. Note that the metric topology induced on P(X) by 6(-, ■) is strictly weaker

than the Hausdorff metric topology, unless X is finite dimensional in which case on

bounded closed, convex sets these topologies are equivalent (see Mosco [6]).

2. If (fi,E) is complete and F: fi —» Pj(X), then weak measurability, measur-

ability of the distance function, existence of a Castaing representation, and graph

measurability are all equivalent (see [2 and 10]). In this case we simply call the

multifunction measurable.

3. As we already mentioned in the introduction the question about the mea-

surability of u —► w-limFn(w) remains in general unanswered. On the other hand

the measurability of ui —> s-limFn(w) presents no problems. In fact let (fi,E)

be a complete measurable space, X a separable Banach space, and let F„ : fi —►

2X\{0} be measurable multifunctions. From Kuratowski [5, p. 335] we know that

s-limFn(w) = {x E X: limdFn(u)(x) = 0}. But from Himmelberg [4, Theorem

3.3, p. 56] we know that w —► dFn(u){x) is measurable. Hence (u,x) —* ip„(u)(x)

is a Carathéodory function and so it is jointly measurable.  Thus limdFnru)(x) is
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jointly measurable and so Gr(s-limFn(-)) = {(ui,x) E fi x X: \\mdFn^(x) = 0} E

E x B(X) => s-limFn(-) is graph measurable and from Remark 2 we conclude that

it is measurable.
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